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Abstract

Web-crawled datasets are known to be noisy, as
they feature a wide range of language use cov-
ering both user-generated and professionally
edited content as well as noise originating from
the crawling process. This article presents one
solution to reduce this noise by using automatic
register (genre) identification—whether the
texts are, e.g., forum discussions, lyrical or
how-to pages. We apply the multilingual
register identification model by Rönnqvist
et al. (2021) and label the widely used Oscar
dataset. Additionally, we evaluate the model
against eight new languages, showing that
the performance is comparable to previous
findings on a restricted set of languages.
Finally, we present and apply a machine
learning method for further cleaning text files
originating from Web crawls from remains of
boilerplate and other elements not belonging
to the main text of the Web page. The register
labeled and cleaned dataset covers 351 million
documents in 14 languages and is available at
https://huggingface.co/datasets/
TurkuNLP/register_oscar.

1 Introduction

Massive Web-crawled datasets are widely used in
Natural Language Processing (NLP), for instance
for training language models (Conneau et al., 2020;
Raffel et al., 2019; Xue et al., 2020). However,
the challenge with these crawled datasets is that
they are typically very noisy. First of all, this noise
originates from the lack of structure and metadata—
the datasets don’t include any information on the
origin of the documents. This complicates their
use, because language on the Web varies extremely,
ranging from toxic language, discussion forums
and other user-generated content to professionally-
like edited texts. Second, the noisiness comes from
the crawling process—despite the cleaning efforts,

∗Work done prior to Amazon.

Web-crawled data still contain remains of boiler-
plate and other elements not belonging to the main
text, such as click here or read more. All these
properties affect the automatic processing of text
(Maharjan et al., 2018; Barbaresi, 2021; Kilgarriff,
2007).

The automatic identification of Web genres or
registers—whether the documents are, e.g., forum
discussions, originally spoken, informative or nar-
rative (Biber and Conrad, 2019)— would offer a
solution to reduce the noisiness of Web data and
to add metadata on the origin of the documents.
However, this has been a challenge. There are
no gatekeepers ensuring that the users follow any
conventions when writing on the Web, and thus,
Web language use has been referred to as a jungle
(Sharoff, 2010). The available register datasets,
almost entirely focusing on English, have been
restricted to only selected and well-defined reg-
isters, and they do not generalize to the entire Web
(Sharoff et al., 2010; Asheghi et al., 2014; Santini,
2008; Madjarov et al., 2019).

Recently, however, the Corpus of Online Regis-
ters of English (CORE) (Egbert et al., 2015) sam-
pled from the unrestricted open Web has allowed
the modeling of the full range of registers found
in Web-crawled datasets. Furthermore, similarly
register-annotated datasets in Finnish, Swedish and
French (Laippala et al., 2019; Repo et al., 2021)
have extended these possibilities to a multilingual
setting (Rönnqvist et al., 2021).

In this paper, we benefit from these advances
and present Register Oscar, a version of the widely
used Oscar dataset (Ortiz Suárez et al., 2019) to
which we have automatically created register labels.
Furthermore, we introduce and apply a machine
learning method for cleaning text files originating
from Web crawls—such as the Oscar documents—
to filter out noise left after boilerplate removal.

Register Oscar covers 14 languages. To iden-
tify the document registers, we use the multilingual
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register model by Rönnqvist et al. (2021) based
on four languages. To evaluate the model on the
wider set of languages included in Register Oscar,
we present new CORE-style annotated evaluation
datasets in eight languages: Arabic, Catalan, Chi-
nese, Hindi, Indonesian, Portuguese, Spanish and
Urdu. We find that the zero-shot performance of
the model on these culturally and linguistically dif-
ferent languages is 0.70 F1-score, similar to the
previously reported zero-shot results.

In sum, our main contributions are:

• We provide automatic register annotations for
351M documents in Oscar in 14 languages,
using the register model by Rönnqvist et al.
(2021).

• We present new manually annotated register
corpora for eight languages and evaluate the
register identification model on these.

• We introduce and apply a new machine learn-
ing method for cleaning text files from Web
crawls.

The register annotations for Oscar are available at
https://huggingface.co/datasets/
TurkuNLP/register_oscar, and the new
manually annotated register corpora and the text
quality annotations used to train the cleaning sys-
tem at https://github.com/TurkuNLP/
multilingual-register-labeling.

2 Data

Oscar (Ortiz Suárez et al., 2019) is our main
source of data. We use the version available at
https://huggingface.co/datasets/
oscar in the following 14 languages: Arabic,
Basque, Bengali, Catalan, Chinese, English,
French, Hindi, Indonesian, Portuguese, Spanish,
Swahili, Urdu and Vietnamese. Following the Big
Science project1, the languages were selected so
that they represent a variety of language families
and geographical locations and include also
low-resource languages.

The new manually annotated multilingual regis-
ter corpora cover eight languages created as a part
of the current study, the main objective being to
allow for a more extensive evaluation of the register
identification model on the Oscar languages. The

1https://bigscience.huggingface.co/

Narrative NA
News report / news blog, narrative blog

Opinion OP
Review, opinion blog, advice

Informational Description IN
Description of a thing or a person, research article

Interactive Discussion ID
How-to HI

How-to / instruction, recipe
Informational Persuasion IP

Description with intent to sell
Lyrical LY
Spoken SP
Machine Translated MT

Table 1: Main registers and examples of sub-registers.

newly annotated datasets include culturally and lin-
guistically varied languages. As register is deeply
associated with the situational context of the text
(Biber, 1988) and, e.g., blogs can have very differ-
ent characteristics in different cultures, this offers
a unique chance to evaluate the robustness of the
register model.

The documents for the annotation were ran-
domly sampled from a recent Common Crawl2

dataset. The annotation was done using a custom
annotation tool. Most of the annotators have a back-
ground in linguistics or NLP. The annotators were
given a detailed tutorial to the register scheme, see
https://turkunlp.org/register
-annotation-docs/.

The annotations of the new datasets follow the
hierarchical CORE register scheme consisting of
eight main registers, tens of subregisters, and the
category Machine Translated, see Table 1. To cover
all the documents found in the online jungle, the
scheme has been created in a data-driven manner
and allows for the annotation of hybrid documents
simultaneously assigned to several registers (Biber
et al., 2020; Egbert et al., 2015). For instance, a
lifestyle blog telling about the writer’s day and
promoting a product would be annotated as both
Narrative and Informational Persuasion.

The newly annotated register corpora are de-
scribed in Table 2. Their sizes vary, Indonesian
being the largest and Arabic the smallest language.
Overall, the sizes are relatively small. Therefore,
we focus here on the main register level. The regis-
ter distributions are also very uneven. This was ex-
pected, as similar distributions have been found for
the four original languages (Laippala et al., 2019;
Repo et al., 2021).
The text quality annotations are used to train the

2https://commoncrawl.org/

https://bigscience.huggingface.co/
https://commoncrawl.org/
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HI ID IN IP LY NA OP SP HYB MT No
label Total

ar 2 3 12 7 32 10 23 3 92
ca 2 2 41 11 2 34 10 2 2 3 2 111
es 6 3 25 27 31 4 3 1 100
hi 3 1 26 12 10 82 6 2 13 5 1 161
id 34 5 153 131 10 239 79 2 504 29 4 1190
pt 24 6 47 101 3 97 23 31 2 334
ur 1 1 13 9 2 94 22 17 1 160
zh 8 5 58 104 1 84 27 1 24 5 317

Table 2: New multilingual register corpora. Hybrids
(HYB) are presented as one class. No label refers to
documents for which the annotators could not find a
suitable register.

Language Texts Accepted
lines

Rejected
lines

Lines
total

English 104 3 360 2 812 6 172
Finnish 89 1 797 2 480 4 277
French 1 807 57 345 26 171 83 516
German 112 2 529 925 3 454
Spanish 70 1 536 1 483 3 019
Swedish 2 114 47 302 51 099 98 401
Total 4 296 113 869 84 970 198 839

Table 3: Text quality annotations.

model behind the cleaning pipeline. The method
is trained on documents annotated line-by-line as
accept or reject according to if the line was part of
the main text or not. The statistics of this dataset are
described in Table 3. The documents were retrieved
from Common Crawl using the same pipeline as the
register annotated documents, and they were pre-
processed for boilerplate removal using Trafilatura
version 0.3.

3 Methods

The register labeling of the Oscar documents is
done using the master multilingual model by Rön-
nqvist et al. (2021). The model is based on a
fine-tuned XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020) using
French, Finnish and English data, and is available
at https://github.com/TurkuNLP/
multilingual-register-labeling. To
account for hybrid documents (see Section 2), the
model is multi-label allowing to predict several
registers for one document.

The register model has been reported to achieve
an F1-score of 0.77 on a multilingual dataset.
Furthermore, it outperforms also monolingual
language-specific neural classifiers in these lan-
guages (Rönnqvist et al., 2021), and provides much
higher performance than earlier systems based on
SVMs or statistical techniques that additionally
would not allow for the modeling of languages

without training data (Laippala et al., 2021; Biber
and Egbert, 2016). Therefore, the use of the XLM-
R is motivated in the current study despite the
computational costs. Finally, we also evaluate the
performance of the XLM-R-based register iden-
tification model on the new multilingual register
corpora.
The cleaning of the Oscar documents from re-
mains of boilerplate and elements not belonging to
the main text works on text files and is based on
machine learning, unlike boilerplate removal that
is typically rule-based and takes html as input.

The pipeline consists of three steps. First, the
data is run through a heuristic filtering script with
language detection using langdetect to filter out
e.g., documents that are less than 75 words long
or have a high ratio of digit (> 0.075) or foreign
characters (>0.02).

Second, an XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020) clas-
sifier is trained to predict whether a document is
machine generated or not, using data from our on-
going register annotation projects where Machine
translation and generation is one of the register cat-
egories. We optimize learning rate using a grid of
rates between 1e-7..9e-5.

Third, we filter out lines, defined as sequences
of characters separated by a line break, that do
not belong to the main text of the document. This
step uses the text quality annotations described in
Section 2 and includes two XLM-R models: a bag-
of-lines classifier to predict whether a line is main
text content or not, and another one with an extra
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layer to predict
the line quality based on sequences of embeddings
retrieved from the first model. We optimize the
learning rate within the range of 1e-7..9e-5, and
compare the performances of the first model to the
entire architecture.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Register model performance on the new
languages

Figure 1 presents the performance of the register
identification model on the new multilingual reg-
ister corpora and on English and French already
used in the original model development (Rönnqvist
et al., 2021). The model performance varies be-
tween 0.58 and 0.82 for the new languages, the
lowest being for Indonesian and the highest for
Urdu. Overall, the total average F1-score on all the
evaluation datasets is 0.70.
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Model Accuracy sd t-value
Bag-of-lines XLM-R 0.84 0.011
Sequential XLM-R 0.88 0.002 t(2) = 45

Table 4: Performances of the line-wise cleaning models.

The performance of the model on the new set of
languages is somewhat lower than the original per-
formance reported by Rönnqvist et al. (2021), 0.77.
However, importantly, the original setting was mul-
tilingual with the same languages included in the
training and testing, whereas ours is zero-shot. This
explains the decrease—similarly, Rönnqvist et al.
(2021) report an F1-score of 0.71% on a zero-shot
experiment.

4.2 Cleaning pipeline

The classifier predicting whether entire documents
are machine generated or not achieved a mean F1-
score of 0.98, averaged over three instances (SD
0.001).

The performances of the bag-of-lines classifier
and the sequence-to-sequence architecture identi-
fying the text quality based on the line-wise anno-
tations are described in Table 4. The results are
means over three runs. We can see that while both
methods achieve competitive results, the sequence-
to-sequence model outperforms the classifier ap-
proach by four percentage points. This was to be
expected considering that lines featuring actual text
and noise are not evenly distributed in a document—
instead, there may be long passages of actual text,
and then again several lines of noise. The sequence-
to-sequence approach can take advantage of this
ordering, resulting in a higher performance.

Texts Main content
lines

Noise
lines Words Cleaned

texts
ar 9.01M 43.5M 901k 2.65B 3.36M
bn 1.11M 7.19M 332k 358M 1.1M
ca 2.46M 9.43M 235k 556M 1.22M
en 304M 2.99B 103M 169B 214M
es 56.3M 393M 8.76M 21.3B 34.6M
eu 257k 835k 12.6k 37.1M 112k
fr 59.4M 360M 9.96M 18.6B 34.2M
hi 1.91M 9.03M 370k 630M 1.13M
id 9.95M 43.4M 590k 2.1B 6.23M
pt 26.9M 162M 2.79M 8.49B 15.9M
sw 24.8k 38.7k 1.19k 1.37M 24.7k
ur 429k 1.86M 51.9k 162M 260k
vi 9.9M 76.5M 2.61M 4.86B 7.09M
zh 41.7M 186M 5.99M 24.7B 31.2M
Total 524M 4.28B 136M 253B 351M

Table 5: Data sizes before and after the cleaning.

4.3 Register Oscar in numbers

Table 5 describes the Oscar dataset we use and the
effect of the cleaning pipeline to its size. The word
counts represent space-separated tokens except for
Arabic and Chinese, where the texts were tokenized
with UDPipe (Straka and Straková, 2017). Over-
all, the filtering reduced the dataset sizes relatively
aggressively to ~30-40% of the original. However,
for most of the languages, the sizes are still giant—
English, French, Spanish, Portuguese and Chinese
cover tens of millions of documents, and Ara-
bic, Bengali, Catalan, Hindi, Indonesian and Viet-
namese 1-10 million documents. Basque, Swahili
and Urdu have only 20,000-260,000 cleaned doc-
uments, but their sizes were small already in the
uncleaned version. Finally, Figure 2 in Appendix
presents the register distributions for each language
in the cleaned dataset. For most languages, the dis-
tributions follow the training data—Narrative and
Informational Description are the most frequent,
while Spoken and Lyrical feature a much smaller
proportion of the data. E.g., English Lyrical cov-
ers 164,105 documents. For some of the lower-
resource languages—Bengali, Hindi, Swahili and
Urdu—the vast majority of the documents are pre-
dicted as Narrative. This can be related to many
aspects of the data collection and processing, and
will be examined in future work.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented automatically pro-
duced register annotations for the widely used Os-
car dataset in 14 languages, and we have evalu-
ated the register identification model against new
datasets covering eight languages not included in
the original model development. Furthermore,
we have described a machine-learning method for
cleaning text data originating from Web crawls,
and we have applied the method to further clean
the documents in the entire dataset.

The evaluation showed that the performance
of the register model is comparable to previously
reported zero-shot results, although the newly
annotated datasets feature linguistically and
culturally diverse languages. This suggests that
multilingual register identification can be used
to provide structure and improve the usability of
Web-crawled data, where the content ranges from
noisy user-generated text to professionally edited
documents. The register annotations automatically
produced in this study cover altogether eight
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Figure 1: Language-specific performances of the register model.

registers and 351 million documents, available at
https://huggingface.co/datasets
/TurkuNLP/register_oscar. The
new manually annotated register datasets
and the text quality annotations used to de-
velop the cleaning pipeline can be found at
https://github.com/TurkuNLP/
multilingual-register-labeling.
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Figure 2: Register distributions per language in the cleaned dataset. The sizes of the largest and the smallest class
for each language are indicated. Please note the varying scales of the figures.


